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The activity of the Paclitaxel derivatives was estimated using
multiple linear regression (MLR), artificial neural network
(ANN) as modelling tools, and genetic algorithm (GA) and
simulated annealing algorithm (SA) as optimization techniques.
These models were employed to choose the best set of descriptors
in a cross-validation procedure for non-linear-log (IC50) (the
empirical negative logarithm half maximal inhibitory concentration)
prediction. A high predictive ability was observed for the MLRMLR, GA-MLR, GA-ANN models, with root mean sum square
errors (RMSE) of 0.421, 0.0712, 0.160, 0.0534 in gas phase and
0.910, 0.965, 0.922, 0.976 in solvent, respectively. The results
obtained using the GA-ANN method indicated that the activity
of the derivatives of Paclitaxel depends on different parameters
such as E2u, BELP1, HATS6p, piPC05, Mor14u, BELv8,
RDF120m, RDF025p descriptors in gas phase including BEHe8,
Mor07u, H5u, Eeig11r in the solvent phase.

INTRODUCTION *
Paclitaxel sold under the brand name Taxol
among others is an anti-cancer (“antineoplastic” or
“cytotoxic”) chemotherapy drug for treating
ovarian, breast, lung, pancreatic and other cancers.1
It is classified as a “plant alkaloid”, a “taxane” and
an “antimicrotubule agent” and its mechanism of
action involves interference with the normal
breakdown of microtubules during cell division.2,3
QSAR approaches are mathematical equations
relating chemical structure to their biological
activity and present information that is useful for
drug design and medicinal chemistry.4-6 A major
step in constructing the QSAR method is to find a
set of molecular descriptors representing the higher
impact on the biological activity of interest.7-10
*
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In the current study, multiple linear regressions
(MLR), and artificial neural networks (ANN) as
linear and nonlinear modeling tools and simulated
annealing (SA) and genetic algorithm (GA)21-24 as
optimization model were applied to investigate the
QSAR in Paclitaxel derivatives. Various QSAR
models have been utilized to select the best
descriptors for the important prediction of
inhibitory activity of paclitaxel derivatives, and
then these models were compared.
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
The geometric optimizations of Paclitaxel
derivatives were performed using Gaussian 03W11
at B3lyp/6-31g. Polarized continuum model (PCM)
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was applied to consider the non-specific solvent
effect, and all Paclitaxel derivatives were
optimized in H2O solvent. Three thousand, two
hundred and twenty six (3226) molecular
descriptors
in
topological,
geometrical,
MoRSE,12,13 RDF,13,14 GETAWAY,15,16 autocorrelations17 and WHIM18,19 groups were
calculated employing the Dragon program20 and
then in three steps, the number of descriptors was
decreased via an objective feature selection.
Initially, in the dataset of Paclitaxel derivatives,
the descriptors that had the same value of at least
70% were removed and, thereafter, the descriptors
with correlation coefficient less than 0.25 with the
dependent variable (-log IC50) were considered
redundant and removed.21 After these two steps, the
number of descriptors was decreased to 1 047and
1 110 in the gas and the solvent phase respectively,
and then stepwise multiple linear regression
procedure was utilized for rejection of descriptors.
The QSAR approach with high correlation
coefficient (R), low standard deviation, least numbers
of independent variables, high ability to predict and
high F statistic value is an ideal method.22
In SA-ANN and GA-ANN models, 1047 and
1 110 descriptors in the gas and solvent phase were
considered as possible input of the ANN and fed
into the input layer of the ANNs (Fig. 1). The
neural networks utilized in this work were all
three-layer feed-forward network and they were

trained using the TSET members with LevenbergMarquart algorithm.7 Modelling and optimization
calculations were carried out using Matlab. 7.12.
RMSE =

∑

n
i =1

( y i − y o )2
n

(1)

where y i is the desired output, y o is the predicted
value by method, and n is the number of molecules
in this study's data set.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Geometry of the Thirty four different Paclitaxel
derivatives was optimized using Gaussian 09W at
B3LYP/6-31 g. All the optimized Paclitaxel
compounds are illustrated in Fig. 2. All studied
Paclitaxel compounds with the calculated
fundamental vibration values are shown in Fig. 2.
For the whole compounds, it was obtained that the
values of NImag are zero and the values of the
fundamental vibrations are positive. Therefore, all
of the considered compounds are stable.
The best selected descriptors utilizing MLRMLR, SA-ANN, MLR-GA and GA-ANN methods
in the gas and solvent phases are shown in Tables 1
to 4.

Fig. 1 –The employed procedure for finding optimum descriptors of the nonlinear approaches.
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The mean square error is defined as follows:

1

2

Fundamental vibration:7.2270

Fundamental vibration:10.0779

4

Fundamental vibration:12.3199

Fundamental vibration:14.087

8

7
Fundamental vibration:6.5152

Fundamental vibration:11.0540

10
Fundamental vibration:12.3187

11
Fundamental vibration:15.3840

13
Fundamental vibration:7.839

6

5

Fundamental vibration:10.5090

3
Fundamental vibration:8.6670

9
Fundamental vibration:8.0715

12
Fundamental vibration:13.252

14
Fundamental vibration:14.8078

15
Fundamental vibration:12.1640

Fig. 2 – Optimized structure of the Paclitaxel derivatives used to build QSAR methods with B3lyp/6-31g in gas phase.
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16
Fundamental vibration:9.0508

17
Fundamental vibration:7.4068

19
Fundamental vibration:9.0019

20
Fundamental vibration:10.9310

23

22
Fundamental vibration:10.5844

Fundamental vibration:7.4798

25
Fundamental vibration:13.3780

21
Fundamental vibration:12.0861

24
Fundamental vibration:8.8073

27

26
Fundamental vibration:11.5354

Fundamental vibration:9.8449

29

28
Fundamental vibration:10.9995

18
Fundamental vibration:8.7584

Fundamental vibration:7.3389

30
Fundamental vibration:8.6833

Fig. 2 – Optimized structure of the Paclitaxel derivatives used to build QSAR methods with B3lyp/6-31g in gas phase.
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31
Fundamental vibration:9.7064
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33

32

Fundamental vibration:15.3565

Fundamental vibration:11.7411

34
Fundamental vibration:13.81891
Fig. 2 – Optimized structure of the Paclitaxel derivatives used to build QSAR methods with B3lyp/6-31g in gas phase.
Table 1
Definition of the selected descriptors using MLR-MLR Method in gas and solvent phase
Descriptor

Definition

Type

IVDE
EEig04d
C-026
F08[O-O]
MATS6m
Mor32e

Mean in formation content on the vertex degree equality
Eigenvalue 04 from edge adj.matrix weighted by dipole moments
R—CX—R
Frequency of O-O at topological distance 08
Moran autocorrelation-log 6/ weighted by atomic masses
3D-MoRSE signal 32/ weighted by atomic Sanderson electronegativities

SIC3
E2e

Structural in formation content(neighborhood symmetry of 3-order)
Information indices
2nd component accessibility directional WHIM index/weighted by atomic
WHIM
Sanderson electronegativities
3D-MoRSE signal 07/ unweighted
3D-MoRSE descriptors
3D-MoRSE signal 28/ weighted by atomic masses
3D-MoRSE descriptors
3D-MoRSE signal 28/ weighted by atomic masses
3D-MoRSE
3rd component size directional WHIN in dex/weighted by atomic masses
WHIM

Mor07u (Solvent)
Mor28m(Solvent)
Mor26p(Solvent)
L3m(Solvent)

Information indices
Edge adjacency indices
Atom-centred fragments
2D frequency fingerprints
2D-auto correlations
3D-MoRSE descriptors

Table 2
Definition of the selected descriptors using SA-ANN Method in gas and solvent phase
Descriptor
H6u
HATS2e
L3p
piPC03
ATS6m
ATS1p
RDF085p
ESpm12u

Definition
H autocorrelation of log 6/unweighted
Leverage-weighted autocorrelation of log 2/ weighted by atomic Sanderson
electronegativities
3rd component size directional WHIM index/weighted by atomic polarizabilities
Molecular multiple path count of order 03
Broto –Moreau autocorrelation of a topological structure-log 6/weighted
by atomic masses
Broto –Moreau autocorrelation of a topological structure-log 1/weighted
by atomic polarizabilities
Radial distribution function-8.5/weighted by atomic polarizabilities
Spectral moment 12 from edge adj.matrix

Type
GETAWAY
GETAWAY
WHIM descriptors
Walk and path counts
2D autocorrelations
2D autocorrelations
RDF descriptors
Edge adjacency indices
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Table 2 (continued)
Mor26p(Solvent)
ESpm11u(Solvent)
BEHm1(Solvent)
BELP4(Solvent)

3D-MoRSE signal 26/ weighted by atomic polarizabilities
Spectral moment 11 from edge adj.matrix
highest eigenvalue n.1 of Burden matrix/weighted by atomic masses
lowest eigenvalue n.4 of Burden matrix/weighted by atomic polarizabilities

3D-MoRSE descriptors
Edge adjacency indices
Burden eigenvalues
Burden eigenvalues

Table 3
Definition of the selected descriptors using MLR-GA Method in gas and solvent phase

Descriptor
SP19
RDF050v
ESpm02u
ESpm02x
DP16
Mor02v
EEig04d
ESpm06x
GGL5(Solvent)
MATS7m(Solvent)
Mor28m(Solvent)
SP15(Solvent)

Definition
Shape profile no.19
Radial distribution function-5.0/weighted by atomic van der Waals volumes
Spectral moment 02 from edge adj.matrix
Spectral moment 02 from edge adj.matrix weaghted by Edge degrees
Molecular profile no.16
3D-MoRSE signal 02/ weaghted by atomic van der waals volumes
Eigenvalue 04 from edge adj.matrix weighted by dipole moments
Spectral moment 06 from edge adj.matrix weighted by Edge degrees
Topological charge index of order 5
Moran autocorrelation-log 7/ weighted by atomic masses
3D-MoRSE signal 28/ weighted by atomic masses
Shape profile no.15

Type
Randic molecular profiles
RDF descriptors
Edge adjacency indices
Edge adjacency indices
Randic molecular profiles
3D-MoRSE descriptors
Edge adjacency indices
Edge adjacency indices
Topological charge indices
2D autocorrelations
3D-MoRSE descriptors
Randic molecular profiles

Table 4
Definition of the selected descriptors using GA-ANN Method in gas and solvent phase
Descriptor
E2u
BELP1
HATS6P
piPC05
Mor14u

Definition
2nd component accessibility directional WHIM index/unweighted
lowest eigenvalue n.1 of Burden matrix/weighted by atomic polarizabilities
Leverage- weighted autocorrelation of log 6/ weighted by atomic polarizabilities
Molecular multiple path count of order 05
3D-MoRSE signal 14/ unweighted

Type
WHIM descriptors
Burden eigenvalues
GETAWAY descriptors
Walk and path counts
3D-MoRSE
descriptors
lowest eigenvalue n.8 of Burden matrix/weighted by atomic vander Waals volumes Burden eigenvalues
BELv8
Radial distribution function-12.0/weighted by atomic masses
RDF descriptors
RDF120m
Radial distribution function-2.5/weighted by atomic polarizabilities
RDF descriptors
RDF025p
BEHe8(Solvent) highest eigenvalue n.8 of Burden matrix/weighted by atomic Sanderson electronegativities Burden eigenvalues
3D-MoRSE descriptors
Mor07u(Solvent) 3D-MoRSE signal 07/un weighted
H autocorrelation of log 5/unweighted
GETAWAY descriptors
H5u(Solvent)
Edge adjacency indices
EEig11r(Solvent) Eigenvalue 11 from edge adj.matrix weighted by resonance integrals
Table 5
Statistical parameters of different linear QSAR models in gas and solvent phase
Predict Set
QSAR Models

2

MLR-MLR

R
0.910

RMSE
0.421

MLR-PCR
MLR-PLS1
MLR-PLS1(solvent)
MLR-PCR(solvent)
MLR-MLR(solvent)

0.793
0.895
0.6957
0.359
0.6958

0.640
0.456
0.7773
1.127
0.7771

In MLR-PCR, MLR-PLS1and MLR- MLR
models, the best descriptors were selected using
MLR procedure of SPSS software in three steps
described in theory and computational methods
section. Thereafter, the selected descriptors were
employed as input in unscramble software and

statistical parameters were calculated using PCR,
PLS1and MLR models (Table 5).
IVDE and SIC3 (Table 1) descriptors are
information indices. The total information content
(I) is obtained by multiplying the mean
information content by the number of elements.12
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EEig04d (Table 1), ESPm12u (Table 2),
ESPm11u (Table 2), EEig11r (Table 4), ESpm02u,
ESpm02x, EEig04d, ESpm06x (Table 3)
descriptors are adjacency indices. The Edge
adjacency relationships in molecular graphs have
been utilized to define a new topographic index.
Molecules as weighted graphs were employed for
the calculation of the novel index, in which the
elements of edges set were substituted by the bond
orders between connected atoms in the molecule.23
C-026 and F08 [O-O] (Table 1) descriptors are
Atom-centered fragment and 2D-Frequency
fingerprint, respectively. Fragment descriptors are
representations of local atomic environments.13
MATs6m (Table 1), ATS6m, ATS1p (Table 2),
MATS7m (Table 3) are 2D-autocorrelation
descriptors that represent the topological structure
of the compounds in nature are more complex than
the classical topological descriptors.24 Mor32e
(Table 1), Mor07u, Mor28m (Table 1), Mor26p
(Tables 1, 2), Mor 02v (Table 3), Mor28m (Table
3), Mor14u, Mor07u (Table 4) are 3D-MoRSE
descriptors. The presence of a MoRSE descriptor
indicates that the size of the inhibitor compound
has certain effect on the extent of the interaction
between the enzyme and compound.23
E2e (Table1), L3m (Table 2), E2u (Table 3) are
WHIM descriptors that were built in such a way to
capture the relevant molecular 3D information
regarding molecular size, shape, and symmetry and
atom distribution with respect to invariant
reference frames.13
piPC03 (Table 2), piPC05 (Table 4) are Walk
and path descriptors. The molecular multiple path
counts (piPCk) are defined as path counts weighted
by the bond order.13
H6u, HATS2e (Table 2), HATS6P (Table 4),
H5u (Table 4) are GETAWAY descriptors.
GETAWAY (Geometry, Topology, and AtomWeights Assembly) descriptor representations
encode the geometrical information obtained from
the molecular matrix, the topological information
obtained from the molecular graph and the
information obtained from atomic weights, which
are specially designed with the aim of matching the
3D-molecular geometry.13
SP19, DP16, SP15 (Table 3) are Randic
molecular profile descriptors. The Randic molecular
profile DPk , is derived from the distance distribution
moments of the geometric matrix G as the average
row sum of its entries raised to the k th power and
normalized by the factor k!.13
GGL5 (Table 3) descriptor is Topological charge
indices that was proposed to evaluate the charge
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transfer between pairs of atoms and, therefore, the
global charge transfer in the molecule.13
RDF085p (Table 2), RDF050v (Table 3),
RDF120m (Table 4), RDF025p (Table 4) are RDF
descriptors. RDF descriptors are independent of the
number of atoms, i.e., the size of a molecule, it is
unique regarding the three-dimensional arrangement
of the atoms, and it is invariant against translational
and rotational entire molecule.13
BEHm1, BELP4 (Table 2), BELP1, BELv8
(Table 4), BEHe8 (Table 4) are Burden eigenvalues
descriptors. The B matrix has been defined as the
number of atoms and bond order between two atoms
or the electronegativity of the atoms.13
When the MLR-MLR model was utilized, the
RMSE of the predicted activity was found to be
0.421 in the gas phase and 0.7771 in the solvent
phase. In addition, the correlation coefficient (R2)
calculated for the PSET was 0.910 in the gas phase
and 0.6958 in the solvent phase. It was
demonstrated that MLR-MLR method is better
than other linear methods (MLR-PLS1 and MLRPCR, Table 5).
To establish the SA-ANN, MLR-GA and GAANN methods, the 1047 and 1 110 descriptors in
the gas and solvent phases were fed to the neural
network to select the best descriptors.
In GA-ANN, SA-ANN, MLR-GA models, 80,
10 and 10% of data sets were randomly chosen as
training, validation and test sets, respectively.
Table 6 shows test and valid series in QSAR
models in Paclitaxel compounds.
In the GA-ANN method, the RMSE and Rsquare were calculated as 0.0534 and 0.976 in the
gas phase and 0.355 and 0.821 in the solvent phase
for the predicted activity of Paclitaxel derivatives,
respectively. Therefore, GA-ANN method was
better than the other models and as such, only the
descriptors utilized in this method were evaluated
in this study as shown in Table 4. The plot
showing the variation of observed versus predicted
–logIC50 (empirical negative logarithm of half
maximal inhibitory concentration) values are
illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4.
High RMSE errors resulting from the method
were due to possible errors in experimental data
employed in this study and because RMSE is
highly dependent on the range of the dependent
variable.24 The values of –logIC50 (experimental
negative logarithm half maximal inhibitory
concentration) in our dataset were in the range of
0.15 to 6.73. The RMSE of the predicted set in
GA-ANN model were 0.0534 and 0.355 in the gas
and solvent phases, respectively, which are
acceptable in comparison with previous works.23-27
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Table 6
Statistical parameters of different non-linear QSAR models in gas and solvent phase
Predicted

Train

QSAR models

GA-ANN(Gas)
GA-MLR(Gas)
SA-ANN(Gas)
GA-ANN(Solvent)
GA-MLR(Solvent)
SA-ANN(Solvent)

R2

RMSE

R2

RMSE

0.976
0.922
0.965
0.821
0.773
0.756

0.0534
0.160
0.0712
0.355
0.462
0.498

0.975
0.940
0.964
0.821
0.793
0.801

0.0574
0.159
0.0527
0.411
0.478
0.408

Fig. 3 – Plot between observed vs. predicted – log(IC50) by using GA-ANN descriptors in gas phase.

Fig. 4 – Plot between observed vs. predicted – log(IC50)
by using GA-ANN descriptors in solvent phase.

The graph of E2u, BELP1, HATS6p, PiPC05,
Mor14u, BElv8, RDF120m, RDF025p descriptors
in the gas phase versus empirical negative
logarithm half maximal inhibitory concentration
(–logIC50) were plotted using Matlab program
(Fig. 5).
The charts of the gas phase demonstrated that
with increase in E2u up to 0.35, HATS6p, PiPC05,

BELv8, RDF120m descriptors, the response
(-logIC50) was reduced.
As the Mor14u (Factor 5) descriptor increased
from 7.5 to 8, no change in response was observed.
Thus during this period, a bar was seen in the
response. In addition, as E2u of 0.35 BElp1, RDF
025p (Factors 1, 2, 8) descriptors increased, the
response was increased as well.

Linear and nonlinear QSAR study
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Fig. 5 – Plot between –log IC50 experimental (Response) versus of the E2u, BELP1, HATS6p, PiPC05, Mor14u, BElv8, RDF120m,
RDF025p descriptors in gas phase.

CONCLUSION
Among the QSAR approaches employed in this
study, the nonlinear feature selection methods were
shown to be better than their linear methods, and
the results of GA-ANN model were better than the
other non-linear models used. These results also
proved that E2u, BELP1, HATS6p, piPC05,
Mor14u, BELv8, RDF120m, RDF025p descriptors
in the gas phase and BEHe8, Mor07u, H5u,
Eeig11r descriptors in the solvent phase were more
significant than other descriptors in building this
QSAR model and predicting the biological activity
of Paclitaxel substitution patterns.
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